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1. OVERALL OBJECTIVES  

 

As a general objective the Club must ultimately aim to provide the best possible course for its 

members and visitors. Opinions will vary regarding the definition of "best" but the aim must 

be to:- 

 

"Aspire to provide a quality of golf course which, through the design, playing surfaces and 

general presentation, places Harburn among the top inland courses in the Lothians. 

 

Specific objectives will be detailed within each relevant heading.    

 

2. PURPOSE OF THE COURSE POLICY 

 

The purpose of this Policy Document is to define a set of quality related targets or objectives 

to provide a clear focus for all who are responsible for making decisions about the design and 

maintenance of the golf course owned and used by Harburn Golf Club. 

The concept behind setting out this Policy Document is to deliver clarity on: 

• Obligations on the Council, Greens Sub-Committee, Greens Convener, Head 

Greenkeeper and Greens Staff to implement an agreed course development policy for the 

benefit of the Club and all its members 

• A system of managed forward planning 

• A means of ensuring, as far as possible, continuity of management practice and of 

progress towards clearly defined objectives 

• Safeguards that will eliminate the risk of a change of course development policy simply 

as a result of changes to personnel on the Club Council 

• A medium to promote better understanding of course development practices among 

members of the Club 

• A means of ensuring that appropriate Club Officials and Head Greenkeeper have clear 

Terms of Reference for carrying out their duties and accountable for performance against 

standards set out in this Course Policy Document.  

 

3. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES RELATING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GOLF COURSE. 

 

The Club Council is responsible for all aspects of the management of Harburn Golf Club. 

As such the Club Council is ultimately responsible for the implementation of policies in this 

document. 

 

The Club Council will oversee all aspects of course development to ensure that they are in 

line with the objectives set out in this document. They will ensure that relevant instructions 

are relayed to the Greens Convener and Head Greenkeeper, especially on any issues or 

concerns that may affect the achievement of the objectives.  

The Greens Convener will ensure that the Head Greenkeeper carries out all of his 

responsibilities, as specified in this document.  

The Council will liaise with the Head Greenkeeper and Treasurer in putting together an 

annual operational budget necessary to achieve the course presentation (per section 4) and 

any course developments or winter programs planned; and maintain a course asset register 

and replenishment program. 

The Greens Convener will record minutes of regular meetings, receive the Head 

Greenkeeper’s report on all these matters, and will advise the Club Council immediately, 
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about all significant issues. The Greens Convener will collate the annual Greens budget in 

conjunction with the Head Greenkeeper, on a monthly basis and will advise the treasurer 

immediately of significant variances. 

The Greens Convener will be responsible for ensuring the Course Layout Plan is updated 

annually as required, with a copy being held by the Head Greenkeeper.  

 

The Head Greenkeeper will monitor all aspects of course maintenance and development 

and ensure that Club policies are being implemented. The Greens Convener will liaise with 

the Head Greenkeeper and his staff and provide support and guidance in connection with the 

implementation of Club policies. 

The Greens Convener will report to Club Officials on progress and any relevant issues that 

may affect the achievement of objectives. He/she will also be responsible for communicating 

the relevant planning information to the Club Council and to the members. 

 

The Head Greenkeeper will manage all resources of personnel, materials and equipment to 

ensure that all policies relating to the condition and maintenance of the course are 

implemented as far as is reasonably possible. He/she will ensure that all legislative 

requirements are met and will be required to liaise with the Greens Convener on operational 

aspects of course management for the purpose of achieving the objectives. 

The Head Greenkeeper is responsible for reporting to the Greens Convener and/or Club 

Officials as soon as practical, certainly within 24 hours, any issues on the golf course that 

could affect the achievement of the objectives in the short, medium or long term. 

 

Course Advisor/Consultant. The Club will employ an advisor whose written or verbal 

advice and instructions shall be followed by the Head Greenkeeper after consultation with the 

Green Convenor and Club Officials. 

 

Members will be expected to contribute to the objectives by keeping the course tidy and litter 

free, repairing all pitch marks on greens and fringes, carefully replacing all divots, raking 

bunkers correctly, adhering to routing instructions, showing consideration for the safety of the 

greens staff whilst working on the course and at all times following recognised golf etiquette. 

Any comments on matters affecting the course should be referred to the Members Secretary. 

 

 

 

4. RESOURCES -      

 

Course Personnel - The normal staffing level for the maintenance of the course has been 

agreed as: Head Greenkeeper and 3 full time members of staff. 

When agreed between the Club Officials and Greens Convener, additional temporary 

personnel to deal with seasonal work peaks, special or unusual circumstances. 

In order to achieve the objectives set out in this document, it is a requirement that greens staff 

will maintain a high standard of workmanship. The Club is, therefore, committed to ensuring 

that the greens staff receive opportunities to achieve the required standard through, training 

and support. The Club will also encourage all greens staff to enhance their knowledge and 

abilities through a program of continuing personal development.  

 

Equipment and Materials - The Club is committed to providing the equipment and 

materials that are the most appropriate and cost effective to achieve the desired quality of 

surfaces on the course. The Head Greenkeeper is responsible for the condition of all 
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equipment and materials owned and used by the club. All equipment and materials must at all 

times be maintained in the condition necessary to ensure that the desired quality of finished 

work can be achieved.  

 

Finance and Purchasing - The Club is committed to providing the level of finance required 

to achieve the objectives set out in this document. A detailed estimate and explanation of 

maintenance and material purchasing costs, for the forthcoming year, will be produced by the 

Head Greenkeeper, in consultation with the Greens Convener and Treasurer, each October. 

After consideration by the Club Council, an agreed budget will be set for the following 

financial year, commencing 1st January.  

 

 

5. PLANNING 

 

There is a requirement for the Head Greenkeeper with assistance and input from Course 

Advisor/Consultant to set out a program of expected work requirements for yearly, quarterly 

and monthly periods. The yearly plan will be developed in conjunction with the financial and 

purchasing requirements.  

 

The plan will be based around the optimum frequency and timing of the tasks required to 

achieve Club objectives as set out in this document. Once agreed with the Greens Convener 

and Club Officials, quarterly plans will be documented and, from these, plans will be set out 

for each month ahead. These will take into consideration Club fixture requirements and will 

form the basis of resource management. They will also form the basis of reporting and 

assessment of progress on a month by month basis to be discussed with the Greens Convener.  

 

6. RECORD KEEPING 

 

The following records are to be maintained by the Head Greenkeeper: 

 

• Purchases and use of all course materials such as sand and fertiliser  

• Purchases and use of all chemicals, fungicides, weed killers and other hazardous or 

potentially hazardous substances 

• All requirements relating to Health and Safety 

• Analysis results on soil and water 

• Work carried out by outside contractors on any course activity. 

• Daily Diary Sheets incorporating detailed work records and all absences. 

• Detailed maintenance of plant and equipment, including maintenance costs 

• Any other documentation required by legislation 

• Any other documentation required from time to time by the Greens Convener or 

Council 

• An inventory of equipment showing date of purchase, annual condition and life 

expectancy.  

• Personnel training, holidays and sickness records 

• Records relating to closure of the course, to include date and reason 

• Any other documentation required by legislation 

• Any other documentation required from time to time by the Greens Convener or 

Council 
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7. CONDITION AND PRESENTATION OF PLAYING SURFACES 

 

The following are the specific objectives that deal with the different playing surfaces on the 

golf course.  

These specific objectives will allow the greens staff to focus on each area and attend to the 

detail that will be required to achieve the overall goals.  

 

 

7.1 Greens  
 

The overall aim is to present greens for 12 months of the year that are as dry, firm, true and 

consistent as weather conditions will permit at any time. During the main competition season 

maintenance practices will aim to present greens that are as dry as possible and that the 

surfaces are firm, smooth, true and consistent and at a pace that is appropriate for this time of 

year. This would normally be between 7.5 and 9.0 on the stimp meter with the lower range 

applying during the early and later months of the main season and the higher range during the 

summer months.  

See Appendix at end of section 7 for normal heights of cut. 

 

Outside of the main competition season the pace will be set to prioritise the health of grasses 

whilst maintaining firm, smooth, true and consistent surfaces as appropriate for the time of 

year.  

 

The long-term quality of the surfaces must always take precedence over any desire for a 

short-term “fix”.  All maintenance procedures together with the presentation and set up of the 

green for play must ensure that the quality of the grass is maintained to a standard that 

maximizes the health of the grass.     

 

The timing of hole changing will ensure that the edge of the hole is at the optimum sharpness 

for main competitions. The Head Greenkeeper will retain an up to date list of the main 

competitions as these may change on a regular basis. The frequency of hole changing will be 

such as to minimize wear and tear to parts of the green. 

 

The hole positions will be varied to utilize all legal and fair parts of the green and in any case 

the hole should be located at least 2 paces from the edge of the green. Where possible, the 

ground within the immediate 2-3 feet of the hole must be as level as possible or at least with a 

uniform grade without any dramatic changes in contour that would cause the ball to gather 

speed. As a general rule a 1:30 slope is deemed to be pinnable. However, Hole number 15, 

for example, may not meet this criteria and therefore have limited hole position options. 

During heavy rain, holes should be positioned at higher spots where possible. 

 
 
 
 

7.2 Greens' Aprons and Approaches 

 

Where an apron is achievable there must be clear definition between the green surface and 

the apron during the main playing season. To achieve this, there will be a difference of 5mm 

in the height of cut.   The apron will be a strip approximately 1.5m in width. There is also a 

requirement to define an ‘approach’ area in front of the green if this is achievable. The size of 
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the approach area will depend on the available ground but it will normally be around 15 

metres from the end of the fairway to the green edge. The green apron will extend to the 

perimeter of the approach to form a single ‘collar’ around both areas. 

 

All grass cover in these areas must be firm, dry and uniform to provide a fair lie for the use of 

shorter clubs. Any potential unfair lies in these areas must be renovated. 

 

 

7.3 Tees  

 

Tees must be dry, firm and level and regular maintenance work should be geared to this aim. 

They will be kept clean of tee pegs and divots and divot holes must be repaired on a regular 

basis. The grass cover should be dense and uniform and kept mowed to a height low enough 

to maintain a neat surface without unduly stressing the grass. See appendix at end of section 

7. 

 

Placement of tee markers will be aimed at: 

 

 Keeping wear to a minimum 

 Accommodating both right handed and left handed players 

 Allowing sufficient space behind the markers to accommodate the rules of golf  

 

Tee bankings must be tidy and regularly mowed and any design changes to gradients must be 

safe if walked on and for any machinery work.  

 

Tee mats will be used on all par 3 holes during winter months The Head Greenkeeper also 

has the discretion to use tee mats on other holes based on the condition of the surfaces at any 

time during the winter.   

 

 

7.4 Fairways  

 

Fairway surfaces will be firm and as dry as possible. They must have a good, uniform cover 

of grass and be free of unsightly weeds. During the main growing season, divot holes are to 

be filled on a regular basis to ensure that fairways remain tidy at all times.  

 

Fairways will be cut as often as is necessary to present a surface that provides the optimum 

lie and to prevent unsightly clumps of loose cuttings being left on fairways. See Appendix at 

end of section 7.  

 

Fairway edges will be shaped to complement the various mounds, valleys, plantations, 

hazards and other features. Straight-line edges must be avoided if possible. 

  

 A "carry" will be an integral part of most holes. Fairways will normally commence between 

60 and 80 metres from the tee. The start of the fairway must be visible from the tee.  

 

Fairway mats will be used during the winter season and/or, as instructed by the Head Green 

keeper. 
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7.5 Rough areas 

 

The general rule will be to minimize cutting as much as possible and only mow when it is felt 

necessary for fair play. The following is a guideline. 

 

The position of the edge of the uncut rough areas, i.e. long wild grasses, will determine when 

other shorter rough areas start to be cut. The general rule will be that the line of the uncut 

rough will start where it is out of play (not allowing for occasional exceptionally poor shots) 

but allowing for areas that may be blind to the player. At and around the teeing areas and the 

first 40 metres after the tee ground the long rough will extend close to the areas of play, only 

allowing for a shorter rough cut if it is deemed necessary. As the uncut rough extends from 

the teeing ground it will gradually widen as the fairway (e.g. in-play area) gets closer and 

then narrow in towards the green and surrounds.    

 

The semi-rough and mowed rough will connect the closely mown areas, normally fairway, 

and the uncut rough if it exists. The priority will be in setting a standard width of semi-rough 

at normally the equivalent of a single pass of the mower. The width of the mowed rough is 

then determined by the remaining area. See Appendix at end of section 7 for heights of cut.  

 

7.6 Bunkers  

 

All bunkers must be raked daily, either fully or at least “patched”. Bunkers must be raked 

totally prior to competition and medal rounds.  Sand must be raked to maximise ball 

movement away from faces or edges. The finish must be uniformly concave and the depth of 

sand must be checked regularly to maintain a surface that is reasonably firm but not hard or 

solid. All stones and weeds must be removed from bunkers regularly.  

 

The colour of sand must be consistent throughout the course. It must not be white but must be 

light enough to be clearly visible. As top dressing sand will blow away more easily out of 

bunkers, bunker sand is more coarse, to minimize this effect. 

 

All bunker edges must be clean, sharp, clear of overlapping sand and free of weeds. 

 

Turf areas on bunker faces and around bunkers must be in good condition with a good cover 

of grass and free of unsightly weeds.    

 

Bunkers should be free of standing water. Any bunkers that fail in this respect are to be 

drained effectively. 

 

Bunkers must be maintained or renovated in a manner that will retain their traditional 

appearance, shape and size.   The presence of a bunker must be obvious to a player when it 

comes into play and this would normally be achieved by sand being clearly visible to some 

degree 
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7.7 Practice Area and Putting Green 

 

The practice putting greens must be maintained as per the normal greens. All other practice 

areas must be maintained so as to provide a suitable surface for their purpose. Any practice 

bunkers shall be maintained as per course bunkers. 

 

 

7.8 Protection of Vulnerable Areas 

 

During winter and at other times when extreme weather conditions exist there will be a need 

to protect surfaces from excessive wear. There are particular areas that are vulnerable, 

normally where surface water may gather and also in areas of increased golfer traffic. 

Examples being: 

 

 Around tees where golfers gather 

 Walkways around greens and towards the next tee 

 Around bunkers  

 Other areas that tend to gather water 

 

It will be important to regularly protect these areas from golfer traffic and where necessary 

re-direct traffic for a period. If it proves difficult in certain areas to achieve the targets for the 

standard of turf required this must be referred to the Head Greenkeeper, who will consider 

alternative measures.  

 

During periods of prolonged dry weather other problems may arise that require to be 

addressed, and especially where this affects the surface of a green or tee. The Head 

Greenkeeper must take proactive measures as soon as is feasible to minimize the negative 

impact of such problems. 

    

The use of fairway mats will be mandatory during winter.  

 

Routes used by machinery for access to and egress from the course and for travel around the 

course must be considered from the point of view of minimising damage to the course, 

particularly the playing surfaces. In this regard, access to the actual playing parts of the 

course must be constantly varied and the routes must take into consideration ground and 

weather conditions.  
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Appendix of the heights of cut for specific playing areas. 

 

The following heights of cut for the greens have been set based on the Head Greenkeepers 

experience of maintaining healthy grass at an optimum height for putting at the desired pace. 

For other grass surfaces these have been agreed between the Course Advisor (Agronomist) 

and the Head Greenkeeper as the optimum grass level that provides the best playing surface 

for that specific area. 

 

Playing 

area 

Normal height of cut Additional information 

Greens Nov – Apr                6mm 

May                      5-4mm 

June – Sept           3-4mm 

Oct                        4-5mm  

These are guidelines and the Head Greenkeeper must use his 

discretion and may amend these depending on conditions at 

the time.   

Greens 

Aprons and 

approaches 

Green height + 5mm This may vary depending on time of year. In winter months 

the Head Greenkeeper can vary this to suit maintenance 

practices.  

Tees Apr – Oct              8.5mm 

Nov – March          11mm 

    

 

Fairways 13 - 15mm  

Semi-rough 20mm  

Main rough 55mm  

 

8.  MAINTENANCE OF OTHER COURSE FEATURES 

 

8.1 Tree Management  
 

All trees introduced to the course must be indigenous to the site. Protectors and stakes should 

be removed when trees are established.  

 

As part of the overall program of course maintenance and presentation, the course 

maintenance staff will remove all scrub, tree ivy, undergrowth and other untidy vegetation 

from existing plantations. Professional assistance may be sought if there is a requirement to 

remove larger vegetation such as dead or dying trees or tree limbs. 
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Existing mature trees shall be regularly surveyed by a qualified arbor culturist and a survey 

record kept by the Head Greenkeeper. Trees which are identified as diseased or as posing a 

potential Health and Safety hazard must be immediately dealt with in an appropriate manner. 

 

The Head Greenkeeper in conjunction with the Course Architect/Agronomist will identify 

any trees that are deemed to be having a negative impact on playing areas of the course. A 

report on the matter(s) will be sent to the Greens Convener and Council for consideration. 

 

8.2 Drainage 

 

The policy of the Club is to aim for all playing surfaces to cope with reasonably heavy falls 

of rain.   Areas that remain soft and wet for long periods must be included in a program of 

renovation to identify and alleviate the problem.  

(Annual drainage renovation plan – 2 holes per year) 

 

Proactive measures will be taken on a regular basis to minimise the risk of drainage issues. 

This includes the checking and clearing of any silt traps, drainage outfalls (pipes, burns, and 

ditches) and the early identification of drainage problems before they become serious. 

Drainage issues must be fixed as a priority.     

 

 

8.3 Paths and Footbridges  

 

All paths and footbridges will be kept weed free, safe and tidy. Paths should blend in as 

naturally as possible. Use of artificial grass is to be kept to a minimum and preferably 

restricted to areas that are not in full view from other areas across the course.  

 

 

8.4 Course Furniture  

 

All course furniture such as benches, flags, hole cups, ball washers, marker poles, tee 

markers/plaques will be regularly maintained to ensure that they are well presented.  

 

Shelters will be kept tidy inside and the ground around them will be kept to the same standard 

as other parts of the course.  In this connection, it must be remembered that shelters are 

deemed to be ‘Immovable Obstructions’ and must be treated as such by golfers. 

 

 

8.5 Equipment and Materials on the Course 

 

Club policy requires that no equipment or materials may be stored on the course at any time 

unless on a very temporary basis whilst work is being carried out. The only exceptions to this 

are the acknowledged storage area outside the greenkeepers’ complex.  

 

 

 

8.6 General Course Tidiness  
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The course will be kept tidy at all times. The greens' staff will empty litter baskets on a 

regular basis and all litter and untidy debris on the course will be removed as part of daily 

maintenance.    

 

The disposal of grass cuttings on any area of the course that is in view from any of the normal 

playing areas is not acceptable. 

 

 

8.7 Professional Advice 

In matters of agronomy, arboriculture, irrigation, drainage and construction, professional 

advice may be taken when necessary.   Except for matters to be referred to the Course 

Advisor, the decision to seek professional advice will be made by the Head Greenkeeper or 

Club Council.  

 

8.8 Compliance with The Rules of Golf and Recommendations of Governing Bodies  

 

When setting out the course for play the R&A Rules of Golf must be adhered to. This 

involves the following: 

 

 The placement of tee markers (for left and right handed players) 

 Visibility, location and alignment of Out of Bounds and hazard margins. 

 Ground Under repair  

 

There should be no doubt as to the line over which the hazard or Out of Bounds applies. In 

addition, the grass leading up to the line of a water hazard should be mown to a level that 

would remove any doubt as to whether the player’s ball actually entered the hazard or not. 

Any doubts as to the feasibility of achieving this should be referred to the Head Greenkeeper.    

 

Guidelines for pin locations should be adhered to. The only exception may be for play on 

temporary greens and during winter play. During winter months pin placement guidelines can 

be relaxed for the purpose of protecting areas of the green from damage.  

 

 

 

Important Note 

 

As with every aspect of maintenance “attention to detail” must be the mindset of 

everyone involved in the presentation of the course. All of the objectives in the policies 

relating to course maintenance and presentation should be addressed with this in mind. 

Achievement will require care, time and a clear understanding of what is deemed to be 

a “quality” presentation. The Head Greenkeeper has a responsibility to ensure that 

every member of the greens’ staff understands the standard of presentation that is 

required.  

 

It is accepted that the policies on playing surface presentation are objectives/targets and 

as such there will be occasions when, due to unforeseen circumstances or influences 

outside of our control, they are not achievable. The Head Greenkeeper will regularly 

monitor the condition of the course and advise the Greens Convener of such issues and 

of alternative requirements that are deemed necessary to maintain or achieve the 

desired objectives as set out in this document. Members to be informed when 
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presentation standards outlined in the Course Policy Document cannot be achieved and 

details of when this will be resolved. 

 

Priority will always be given to course preparation for Club competitions and other 

major competitions.   

 

 

 

 

9.  COURSE DESIGN 

 

To comply with the overall objectives there are a number of policies that must be adhered to 

protect the integrity of the course design. The Club must recognize that there are many 

factors that impact on the quality of the course design and changes should not be made 

without prior consultation with a qualified golf course architect approved by The Council. A 

course architect must also be contracted to provide recommendations to make course design 

improvements at regular intervals which should be developed into a plan for the years ahead. 

This would normally take place at 10 year intervals.  

 

As a guideline to anyone making such recommendations on the design for specific features 

the following must be adhered to: 

 

 The traditional shape, size and style of the greens, bunkers and tees 

 Where feasible maximising the visibility to hazards from areas of play 

 Indigenous planting  

 Enhancement of habitats when feasible 

 Retaining quality golf holes as a priority over increasing the length of the course 

 Safety on the course 

 

The Club Council will consider all recommendations and take the necessary further steps to 

create development plans based on these recommendations. 

       

10. ECOLOGY  

 

The Club is committed to the enhancement of ecological areas on the course to encourage the 

development of wildlife, flora and fauna.  

 

11. HEALTH AND SAFETY 

 

The Club Council is responsible for ensuring that the course and buildings are safe for use by 

greens staff, members, members of the public and appointed contractors / suppliers and that 

all work operations are carried out safely.  

 

All greens staff must ensure that Health and Safety requirements pertaining to the course, 

machine sheds, greenkeepers’ complex, machinery, personal equipment, operational 

procedures and storage and use of chemicals and materials and the necessary recording 

requirements are adhered to at all times. 
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In relation to Health and Safety, all involved will collaborate with each other, to ensure 

compliance to the relevant Health and Safety acceptable standards. The club have in place, a 

retained chartered H&S practitioner for advice in all matters relating to Health and Safety. 

 

A Health and Safety Policy document is held by the Members Secretary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. STAFF FACILITIES  

  

The Club is committed to providing suitable facilities for the greens staff within their 

complex.   This includes cooking, eating and dishwashing facilities and a comfortable, seated 

rest area which can be adequately heated during cold weather.   Adequate showering and 

toilet facilities are also provided.  

 

13.  CONDUCT ON THE COURSE 

 

A professional approach in all aspects of the job is required. Greens staff and Club members 

must ensure that a mutually courteous and sympathetic attitude is maintained at all times.   A 

mutual understanding of members' requirements and of the greens staff responsibilities and 

expertise is necessary to maintain the desired mutual respect and harmony.  

 

14. SUGGESTIONS AND COMPLAINTS BY MEMBERS  

 

All suggestions are welcome, as is constructive criticism.   Whereas praise and compliments 

may be directed at any member of the greens staff, any form of complaint regarding 

personnel or the course must be directed in the first instance to the Members Secretary.   

   

15. COURSE SECURITY  

 

The greens staff will check the security and integrity of the perimeter fence and walls on a 

regular basis, reporting any breach to the Club Officials. All security fences, which 

incorporate the use of barbed or razor wire are to be fitted with warning notices for the 

general public as required by current legislation.   The barbed wire and razor wire are to be 

installed in a manner that prevents accidental harm to animals.  

 

16. COMMUNICATIONS 

 

It is Club policy that information regarding any activity or occurrence affecting the golf 

course will be made available to members at the appropriate time.   This policy extends to 

keeping members up to date with course activities where appropriate and, depending upon the 

subject matter, this communication may be by notice on the Club Notice Boards, club web 

pages, or by Course Newsletter available in the Clubhouse to all members. 

 

 

 

17. BAD WEATHER 
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HARBURN COMPETITION BAD WEATHER PROCEDURE 

 
This procedure is posted on the notice board at the front door of the club house. 

For the avoidance of doubt, Greens Staff will have priority in decision making over whether 

or not the course is playable and should be open. In their absence, decisions are devolved to 

the course Starter. 

Generally, our Greens Staff attend from 6.00am to prepare the course and their decision to 

open or close the course will be taken relevant to course and playing conditions at the 

proposed start time for each competition 

The criteria for assessment of playability will be dependent on 2 main criteria.  

Criteria one: Is the course playable? 

Criteria two: Does playing the course constitute any form of risk to players (e.g. strong winds 

that could topple trees or lightning risk) 

If the greens staff close the course first thing in the morning then the competition start time 

may be delayed.  If the course conditions, current weather and ongoing forecast are bad, the 

competition can be cancelled before the scheduled start of play. 

Delayed Start or Suspension of Play 

1. If the course is opened within two hours of the scheduled competition start time, the 

competition will begin with the same order as on the start sheet. After two hours delay, if 

no start time has been decided the competition will be cancelled in order to save players 

hanging around indefinitely. 

2. The starter can re-allocate slots as required to run the competition efficiently in the event 

of call off’s from early starters. 

3. Generally, entry fees will not be refunded unless the competition is cancelled and players 

who withdraw on the day due to bad weather conditions will not have entry fees refunded 

if the competition proceeds, the course is deemed playable and the competition is 

deemed completed. 

4. If after starting a competition, the course becomes unplayable due to the weather, the 

starter, greens staff or match committee can suspend play. 

5. On suspension of play the player should if possible, complete the hole they are playing at 

the time of suspension. Failing that, they should clearly mark the position of their ball to 

enable continuation of play when conditions allow.   

The starter will indicate when play is to resume.   

Relief from Flooding 

1. If the greens start to flood and are you unable to get relief on the greens a local rule 

allows the player to squeegee the greens with any suitable equipment.  If the rain and 

conditions are sufficiently poor that squeegeeing the greens does not allow relief, the 

player can call a suspension of play until the green is deemed playable again.  

2. The player who believes the green to be unplayable and with no relief available 

should telephone the Professional Shop and report their findings.  If the starter is not 

available a player may call a suspension in play if relief as above is not possible.   

3. If possible take a picture of the flooded green.   

 

Completing a Competition 
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1. After a delay or suspension and the player runs out of daylight before finishing their 

round their scorecard will still count for handicap purposes, unless the competition 

has been cancelled. 

2. If more than 50% of the field complete their round (18 holes) prior to any suspension 

of play or closure of the course, the scores will be deemed to stand and an outcome 

published for the competition. 

3. If the majority (a majority being more than 50%) of the field are not able to complete 

their round due to the course becoming unplayable or insufficient light following a 

suspension, then the competition will be cancelled and entry fees will be returned. 


